
Bad Boy Boogie: The Adventures of Bon Scott
Bon Scott was the lead singer of AC/DC from 1974 until his death in 1980.
He was known for his wild lifestyle and his charismatic stage presence.
This article explores the life and career of Bon Scott, from his early days in
Scotland to his rise to fame with AC/DC.
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Early Life

Bon Scott was born Ronald Belford Scott on July 9, 1946, in Kirriemuir,
Scotland. His father was a carpenter and his mother was a nurse. Scott
had a difficult childhood. His parents divorced when he was young, and he
was raised by his mother and stepfather. Scott was a rebellious child, and
he often got into trouble at school. He was expelled from several schools,
and he eventually dropped out of school altogether.
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Scott's love of music began at an early age. He started playing the drums
when he was seven years old, and he later learned to play the guitar. Scott
formed his first band, The Valentines, when he was 15 years old. The band
played local gigs around Scotland, and they released their first single in
1966.

Move to Australia

In 1970, Scott moved to Australia with his girlfriend, Irene Thornton. He
settled in Melbourne, and he quickly became involved in the local music
scene. Scott joined the band Fraternity, and he soon became known for his
powerful vocals and his energetic stage performances.

Fraternity released two albums, but they failed to achieve commercial
success. In 1974, Scott left the band to join AC/DC. AC/DC was a
struggling band at the time, but Scott's arrival helped to turn their fortunes
around.

AC/DC

With Scott as their lead singer, AC/DC released a string of successful
albums, including High Voltage (1975),T.N.T. (1975),and Dirty Deeds Done
Dirt Cheap (1976). AC/DC's music was raw and powerful, and Scott's
vocals were a major part of their sound. Scott's lyrics were often about sex,
drugs, and rock and roll, and he had a knack for writing catchy hooks.

AC/DC became one of the most popular rock bands in the world in the late
1970s. They toured extensively, and they played to sold-out crowds. Scott
was a charismatic frontman, and he always put on a great show. He was
known for his wild stage antics, and he often drank and smoked cigarettes
on stage.



Death

Scott's wild lifestyle caught up with him in 1980. He died on February 19,
1980, from alcohol poisoning. He was only 33 years old. Scott's death was
a shock to the music world, and it sent AC/DC into a tailspin. The band
eventually recovered, but they never forgot their former frontman. Scott
remains one of the most iconic rock stars of all time, and his music
continues to be enjoyed by fans around the world.

Legacy

Bon Scott was a one-of-a-kind rock star. He was a wild man, but he was
also a talented singer and songwriter. Scott's music helped to define the
sound of AC/DC, and he remains one of the most influential rock singers of
all time. Scott's legacy lives on through his music, and he will always be
remembered as one of the greatest rock and roll frontmen.



Discography

High Voltage (1975)

T.N.T. (1975)

Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap (1976)

Let There Be Rock (1977)

Powerage (1978)

Highway to Hell (1979)
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Back in Black (1980)
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